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US Retail Markets
RETAIL EFFECTIVE RENTS PASS PRE-RECESSION PEAK; DEAL VOLUME SLOWING

RETAIL TRADE SECTOR EMPLOYMENT
IS UP FROM A YEAR AGO

4Q 2016 CAP RATES UP FROM
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EFFECTIVE RENTS ARE
UP 1.9% FROM A YEAR
AGO HAVE SURPASSED
PRE-RECESSION PEAK
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CONTRACTION
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STRONG GROWTH

Rankings incorporate analysis of current and recent market conditions (vacancies, rent
growth, construction activity, and absorption) with our forward view of these measures.

Top 5 Buy Markets

Top 5 Sell Markets

Miami, FL

Baltimore, MD

Fort Lauderdale, FL

Milwaukee, WI

Houston, TX

Oakland, CA

Austin, TX

Memphis, TN

Tampa, FL

Cleveland, OH
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Existential Threat?
Retail fundamentals continue to see agonizingly slow growth, as the sector remains besieged by
secular trends. US retail vacancies measured 9.9% in the fourth quarter, and have measured within
20 bps of 10% since the end of 2014. Absorption saw an uptick in the fourth quarter, but remains
low compared to prior cycles. Supply additions remain minimal as well. Given the strong labor
market and wage growth, the total malaise in the retail sector speaks to the strength of the secular
headwinds it faces.
The stasis at the US level is also masking divergences in market-level retail fundamentals
performance. Markets in Southeast and West, which boast the strongest housing markets and local
economies, are seeing stronger gains in retail fundamentals. Part of this is likely driven by their
superior housing fundamentals relative to the Northeast and Midwest, as furniture and building
material sales have been one of the only bright spots in recent retail sales reports.

1 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research
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E-commerce sales continue to accelerate, and now comprise more than 13% of total retail sales
with no slowing in sight. This shift in consumer behavior is wreaking havoc on retailers. Many
big-box retailers are in the process of downsizing their store counts and store footprints. Shorting
REITs and bonds tied to malls has become a popular trade for hedge funds as fundamentals
continue to deteriorate in the space. This trends is set to continue for years to come, resulting in
continued distress for retailers. Absorption will be constrained, inhibiting gains in occupancies and
rents. While some e-retailers such as Amazon have toyed with physical locations, this represents a
drop in the bucket compared to the disruption they have created.

1 Source: US Census Bureau, Ten-X Research

2 Source: US Census Bureau, Ten-X Research
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Vacancies and Rents Analysis
As a result of the secular headwinds facing the sector and constrained demand, we only anticipate
vacancies to fall to just above 9% in 2018. The decline is being driven by an uptick in absorption
while supply remains limited. This will mean vacancies will trough over 200 bps above their trough
from the prior economic cycle, emphasizing the structural shift that has occurred in this sector.
Vacancies will decline less than 200 bps peak to trough this cycle if our projections hold.
Our 2019-2020 model years, which stress test fundamentals for recessionary conditions, have
absorption turning negative and vacancies jumping back up. Vacancies will eventually measure
just shy of 10% in 2020. Vacancies would be back on par with their current levels and only 100 bps
below their recessionary peak in 2010.

Despite the stagnant vacancy situation, effective rents measure at all-time highs of $17.89 psf per
Reis. This marks growth of 1.9% from a year ago, the first time annual growth has measured below
2% since 2014. However, we do expect rent growth to rise back above 2% per annum in 2017-18
before cooling to sub-1% growth in 2019-20.

See our Top 5 Buy and Sell Retail Markets for rent projections in key markets.

1 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
4 Source: BLS, Ten-X Research

2 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast 3 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research
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RETAIL SECTOR HEAT MAP
The retail segment score fell marginally this quarter to 4.00, as a handful of markets were upgraded
and downgraded. The stark regional contrast in ratings has remained in place, with the Southeast
and West showing much brighter outlooks compared to the Northeast and Midwest.
The Southeast continues to benefit from robust local economic and demographic situations, helping
drive consumer spending and brighter retail outlooks. While the West continues to see the benefits
of the tech boom in the Bay Area and Seattle. These regions’ retail markets are also benefitting from
the stronger local housing markets. Furniture sales and building material sales have been one of
the brick and mortar bright spots, and has fed off strength in housing. By contrast, the Midwest and
Northeast are struggling amid slower population and economic growth.
The Ten-X Research Retail Heatmap highlights regional and market-by-market dichotomies. The size of each market box
represents each market’s total retail square footage, while the combined size of each regional box represents the relative size of
each region. The numerical rankings and colors represent the current and four-year projected strength of each market, with 1 and
dark green signifying the strongest performers, and 6 and dark red denoting the weakest. The direction of the arrow in each box
represents the direction each market is moving in.
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TOP 5 RETAIL BUY AND SELL MARKETS
Ten-X Research chooses top buy and sell markets based on projected NOI growth,
vacancy improvement, rent growth, and valuations as reflected in the Ten-X Research
Long Term Forecast.
#2 MILWAUKEE

Rent Change: -0.3%
Vacancy Change: +140bps

#5 CLEVELAND

Rent Change: +0.4%
Vacancy Change: +140bps

#3 OAKLAND

#1 BALTIMORE

Rent Change: -0.3%
Vacancy Change: +270bps

Rent Change: -1.4%
Vacancy Change: +260bps

#4 MEMPHIS

Rent Change: +0.7%
Vacancy Change: +80bps

#2 FORT LAUDERDALE
Rent Change: 13.1%
Vacancy Change: -110bps

2016 - 2020 US RETAIL PROJECTIONS
RENT CHANGE: 6%
VACANCY CHANGE: 0BPS

#3 HOUSTON

#1 MIAMI

Rent Change: 12.1%
Vacancy Change: -110bps

#4 AUSTIN

Rent Change: 12.1%
Vacancy Change: -60bps

Rent Change: 10.4%
Vacancy Change: +10bps

#5 TAMPA

Rent Change: 10%
Vacancy Change: 0bps

2016 - 2020 US RETAIL PROJECTIONS
2016 Final
Rents (psf)

2020 Forecast
Rents (psf)

Change in Rents
(%)

2016 Final
Vacancies (%)

2020 Forecast
Vacancies (%)

Change in
Vacancies (bps)

Miami, FL

23.37

25.79

10.4%

5.7

5.8

10 bps

Fort Lauderdale, FL

17.86

20.20

13.1%

8.9

7.8

-100 bps

Houston, TX

15.74

17.65

12.1%

10.9

9.8

-100 bps

Austin, TX

20.71

23.22

12.1%

5.5

4.9

60 bps

Tampa, FL

13.80

15.18

10%

10.8

10.8

0 bps

2016 Final
Rents (psf)

2020 Forecast
Rents (psf)

Change in Rents
(%)

2016 Final
Vacancies (%)

2020 Forecast
Vacancies (%)

Change in
Vacancies (bps)

Baltimore, MD

20.88

20.59

-1.4%

7.4

10

260 bps

Milwaukee, WI

13.89

13.86

-0.3%

12.4

13.8

140 bps

Oakland, CA

26.50

26.43

-0.3%

6.6

9.3

270 bps

Memphis, TN

12.31

12.40

0.7%

12.3

13.1

80 bps

Cleveland, OH

13.56

13.51

0.4%

15.2

16.6

140 bps

US

17.89

18.97

6.0%

9.9

9.9

0 bps

Top 5 Buy Markets

Top 5 Sell Markets

1 Source: Ten-X Research
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Top Buy Markets
Investors considering purchasing retail properties should consider these markets.

#1 Miami

#2 Fort Lauderdale

MIAMI ECONOMY IS STABILIZING

FORT LAUDERDALE STILL ENJOYING
ROBUST ECONOMIC GAINS

• Local employment is at an all-time peak, and
growth picked up to 2% year over year in December.
Retail jobs underwent a mild contraction from a year
ago but employment levels remain well above the
recessionary trough.
• Growth has tapered in the prominent leisure/
hospitality sector, though jobs are at an all-time
peak. Hospitality employment grew 2.6% from a
year ago.
• Unemployment in the metro has fallen significantly
from its peak, measuring 5.5% at the end of 2016.

• Fort Lauderdale employment reached an all-time peak
in 2016 and posted solid annual growth of 3.5% in the
fourth quarter. Retail jobs grew 4% year over year.
• The prominent education/health sector hit its best
year-ago growth of the cycle at 4.3% in 2016.
• Unemployment remains below the national average at
4.7%, unchanged from a year ago.
• Population growth was a healthy 1.4% in 2015. Fort
Lauderdale population growth has outpaced the nation
since 2010.

STELLAR RENT GROWTH AND TIGHTENING
AVAILABILITY ARE BOOSTING NOI

VACANCIES STILL MOVING DOWNWARD AS
RENTS REACH NEW HEIGHTS

• Vacancy dropped 50 bps from a year ago to a cyclelow 5.7% as new supply was absent in 2016. With
light deliveries projected, vacancies should drop to
4.7% by 2018 as demand strengthens.
• Miami retail rents are at an all-time high per Reis
data and are slated to grow in the mid-3% range
through 2018.
• NOI growth will soar nearly 10% this year as rents
strive upward, and will pull back to a still-healthy
4.3% in 2018. NOI flattens to an aggregate 2% in our
2019-20 cyclicality model as vacancies rise.

• Fort Lauderdale retail vacancies declined to 8.9%
despite a 2016 spike in completions. Vacancies should
drop another 130 bps by 2018 as strong demand
outpaces a limited supply pipeline.
• Effective rents grew 2.8% in 2016 per Reis and will
accelerate in coming years. Rents will show resilience
amid our cyclicality test in 2019-20, even as vacancy
creeps back up near 8%.
• With occupancy remaining healthy and rents on the
rise, we project stellar NOI growth. NOI will average
annual gains in the low-4% range through 2018, before
ebbing slightly in 2019-20.

1 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
4 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast

2 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast 3 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
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#3 Houston

#4 Austin

HOUSTON EMPLOYMENT BOOSTED BY
GROWTH IN RETAIL JOBS

AUSTIN’S ECONOMY CONTINUES TO
THRIVE AS POPULATION SKYROCKETS

• Houston reached a new employment peak in 2016,
topping the 3 million jobs mark. Year over year
growth was a modest 0.5% as energy exposure
continues to be a drag on the market.
• In contrast, retail jobs grew a robust 5.1% from a year
ago, their best growth of the cycle.
• Metro population rose 2.5% in 2015, tripling US
growth for a third consecutive year.
• Unemployment rose 70 bps from last year and is
back above the US rate at 5.3%.
• 5.5% at the end of 2016.

• Austin employment topped the 1 million jobs mark
in 2016 and is up 2% from a year ago. Growth has
slowed from the 4% annual pace earlier in the cycle,
but is still outpacing the US overall.
• Retail job growth was a healthy 2.8% in 2016.
• Unemployment in the metro remains exceptionally
low at 3.5%, though it has risen from a year ago.
• Austin’s population is exploding, rising at more than
triple the national rate. Population growth measured
3% in 2015.
• 5.5% at the end of 2016.

HOUSTON’S RETAIL FUNDAMENTALS
SHOWING RESILIENCE

NOI OUTLOOK HEALTHY, REFLECTING THE
MARKET’S STRENGTH

• A cycle-high 1.7 msf of new supply landed in 2016,
and vacancy was unchanged from a year ago at
10.9%, per Reis. Vacancies are down 260 bps from
their peak.
• Rents are at an all-time high after rising 3% from
last year. Rent growth will intensify over the next two
years, before decelerating to the still-healthy mid-2%
range in 2019-20.
• Demand will stay ahead of the supply pipeline,
allowing vacancies to continue descending, even
in our cyclicality test years. Vacancies will fall 10%
by 2020. We project NOI growth of 3.8% per annum
through 2018, and 2.6% per annum from 2019-20.

• Austin’s vacancy rate has descended 400 bps from its
peak to 5.5%. Vacancies are down 70 bps from a year
ago, per Reis data, despite new supply in each of the
past seven quarters.
• We expect vacancies to reach just above 4.1% as
the pipeline thins through 2018. Rents are at an
all-time high and growth will intensify as availability
decreases.
• Effective rent growth cools in our 2019-20 stress test
scenario as deliveries pick up, outpacing weakening
demand. Vacancy should remain below 5%, however,
portending healthy NOI growth throughout the
forecast period.

1 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
4 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast

2 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast 3 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
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#5 Tampa
TAMPA ENJOYING LOW UNEMPLOYMENT
AND STRONG JOBS GROWTH
• The Tampa metro is posting peak employment levels
as job growth hit a healthy 2.3% in 2016.
• Retail jobs expanded by 2.9% in 2016, improving on
their 0.1% growth of 2015.
• Metro population grew 2% in 2015, representing a 10year high for Tampa, and twice the US average.
• Unemployment is below the US rate at 4.5%,
unchanged from year-end 2015.

SOARING RENTS WILL STRENGTHEN
NOI GAINS
• The market received a wave of completions in 2016,
after seeing only six quarters of new supply from
2009 through 2015. As a result, vacancy bumped up
30 bps from a year ago to 10.8%.
• Despite the rise in vacancies, rents saw their best
growth of the cycle at 4.2%. We project this pace to
continue through 2018 as healthy demand overtakes
a modest pipeline. Vacancies will descend to 10% by
2018, generating annual NOI growth of 4.5%.
• Our 2019-20 recession scenario sees vacancies
returning to their current level as demand turns
negative. NOI growth will dampen.

1 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast

2 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
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Top Sell Markets
Owners of retail properties in these markets might consider selling.

#1 Baltimore

#2 Milwaukee

BALTIMORE JOBS STILL GROWING,
BUT METRO IS HAMPERED BY WEAK
POPULATION GROWTH

MILWAUKEE’S RETAIL JOBS ARE
GROWING AGAIN, BUT THE PROSPECTS
ARE LIMITED BY POOR DEMOGRAPHICS

• Baltimore posted annual employment growth of
1.7% in 2016, though jobs declined in four of the last
five months. Retail jobs also struggled with monthly
declines in the last half of the year, and grew just
0.9% in 2016 from 2015.
• Baltimore’s unemployment rate is below the US level
at 4%, down 80 bps from a year ago.
• Demographics remain an impediment to the metro’s
economic prospects, as the rate of population growth
has cooled for four straight years and trailed the US
average for decades.

• Milwaukee job growth has slowed for three straight
years, and turned negative in 2016.
• Retail employment grew an impressive 6.1% in 2016
after contracting in the prior two years, but jobs
remain below their prior peak.
• Unemployment has dropped 50 bps from a year ago
and is relatively low at 3.9%.
• Population growth continues to lag the US rate and
was a tepid 0.1% in 2015, the worst in a decade.

VACANCIES ON THE RISE, WILL CONTINUE
UPWARD TREND

RENTS MAKE LITTLE PROGRESS AS
OCCUPANCIES LOSE GROUND

• Baltimore’s retail vacancies climbed to 7.4% in 2016
as deliveries hit a 15-year high and demand remained
tepid. Vacancies look to reach 10% by 2020 as our
recession scenario comes into play.
• Rents grew 2.9% in 2016 per Reis, besting the 2015
pace. Rents will grow in the mid-2% range through
2018 but contract in 2019-20 as demand sours.
• As a result of the weak fundamentals, NOI for the
metro will grow by less than 2% per annum through
2018 and then contract by an aggregate 6.4%
between 2019 and 2020.

• Milwaukee vacancies remain elevated at 12.4% per
Reis data, just 100 bps below their peak. Vacancies
have risen 80 bps from a year ago.
• Demand will continue to lag supply over the next few
years, pushing vacancies to an unprecedented 13.8%
by 2020 in our recession scenario.
• Rents have been bounded in the upper-$13 psf range
since the recession. We project mild growth of 0.8%
per annum through 2018, but rents will contract in
2019-20 amid our stress test.
• NOI will rise mildly through 2018 and contract more
sharply through 2020 on this weak outlook.

1 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
4 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast

2 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast 3 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
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#3 Oakland

#4 Memphis

OAKLAND EMPLOYMENT AND
POPULATION GROWTH STILL HEALTHY,
BUT RETAIL JOBS ARE A DRAG

WEAK DEMOGRAPHICS AND SAWTOOTHED EMPLOYMENT GAINS STILL
HAMPERING MEMPHIS’S GROWTH

• Oakland is currently posting healthy job growth of
2.1% year over year, outpacing the US. We expect
growth to continue at this pace through 2018.
• Retail jobs, however, have declined in four of the last
five months and grew a meager 0.1% year over year.
• Oakland’s unemployment rate stands 80 bps below
the US at 3.9%.
• Population growth continues to outpace the US
average and was recorded at 1.5% in 2015.

• While Memphis’ retail jobs sector improved sharply
in 2016, overall metro employment growth slowed
for the second year in a row. Jobs are still below
their prior peak, as month to month gains have been
uneven.
• Unemployment fell 80 bps from a year ago to 5.3%,
but remains above the US rate.
• Weakening demographics pose a challenge to further
economic expansion, as population growth remains
flat. Population has grown by 0.1% or less each year
since 2013.

ANEMIC DEMAND TAKING A TOLL ON
VACANCIES, THREATENING NOI GROWTH

POOR RENT GROWTH COUPLED WITH
WEAK DEMAND WILL PREVENT SIZEABLE
RETAIL NOI GAINS

• Oakland vacancies have been largely stable in the 6%
range since 2009 and currently measure 6.6%, far
lower than most US metros. New supply has been
modest, but has been met with very weak absorption,
an imbalance projected to worsen as deliveries rise,
boosting vacancy above 9% by 2020.
• Effective rents grew 1.1% last year, and are nearing
their prior peak. We expect rents to rise an average
1.9% per year through 2018 despite the worsening
occupancies, allowing for modest NOI growth.
• Our cyclicality model shows NOI declining by an
aggregate 6.4% in 2019-20 as rents contract.

1 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
4 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast

• Uneven demand has kept Memphis vacancies high
despite a very sparse supply pipeline. Vacancies
have moved down less than 100 bps from their peak
to 12.4% and will drop just 10 bps by 2018 before
loosening in our stress test for 2019-20.
• Effective rents are at peak level, but growth was
modest at 0.6% in 2016. We expect constrained
growth below 1% per annum through 2018, followed
by a mild decline in 2019-20.
• NOI growth will likewise be modest through 2018,
and will contract in 2019-2020 as availability worsens
and rents regress.

2 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast 3 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
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#5 Cleveland
CLEVELAND IS STILL ADDING JOBS,
BUT FACES RISKS FROM RISING
UNEMPLOYMENT AND SHRINKING
POPULATION
• Total employment in Cleveland grew 1.1% from a
year ago, though employment still stands 7% below
its peak level set at the turn of the century.
• Retail jobs have slipped mildly from last year.
Hurting Cleveland further, its once-prominent
manufacturing sector remains in long-term
structural decline.
• The metro has faced long-standing demographic
challenges, near-continuously for two decades.
• Unemployment is 5.3%, above the US level and 90
bps higher than a year ago.

HIGH AVAILABILITY WILL CONSTRAIN
FUTURE RETAIL RENT AND NOI GROWTH
PROSPECTS
• At 15.2%, Cleveland’s retail vacancy rate is almost
double its pre-recession level, driven up by negative
demand in seven of the last ten years. Vacancies will
see very modest improvement through 2018, but will
balloon back to the mid-16% range in our 2019-2020
recessionary model as negative demand takes hold
again.
• High availability will keep rent growth constrained to
about 1.7% per annum through 2018, and those gains
will be erased in our recession scenario.
• Given Cleveland’s weak retail fundamentals, we
project NOI growth to average less than 1% per year
through 2020.

1 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast

2 Source: Reis, Ten-X Research Forecast
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TEN-X RESEARCH
Ten-X Research, led by Chief Economist and industry veteran, Peter Muoio, Ph.D. is based in
New York. The group focuses primarily on custom analysis and business development support
services, as well as industry-leading data science and predictive modeling initiatives.
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